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Difficult Conversations

Framework:

• A context of change

• One-to-one conversations

• Group conversations

• [Facilitating others/a team to 

have conversations]
D e p o s i t p h o t o s . c o m



Personal Reflection

What are some of the difficult conversations 

which you are having?

Or can envisage yourself having over the next 

few months?

What thoughts and feelings do these raise for 

you? d e p o s i t p h o t o s . c o m



Acts 6:1-7 (NIV)

¹In those days when the number of d isc ip les was increasing, the Hel lenist ic Jews 

among them complained against the Hebraic Jews because their  widows were being 

over looked in the dai ly distr ibut ion of food. ²So the Twelve gathered al l  the disc ip les 

together and said, ‘ I t  is  not r ight for us to neglect the ministry of the word of God in 

order to wait on tables. ³Brothers and s isters,  choose seven men from among you 

who are known to be ful l  of the Spir it  and wisdom. We wil l  turn this responsibi l i ty 

over to them ⁴and wil l  g ive our attent ion to prayer and the ministry of the word.

⁵This proposal p leased the whole group. They chose Stephen, a man ful l  of fa ith and 

the Holy Spir it; a lso Phi l ip,  Procorus, Nicanor, Timon, Parmenas and Nicolas from 

Antioch, a conver t to Judaism. ⁶They presented these men to the apost les who 

prayed and la id their  hands on them.

⁷So the word of God spread. The number of d isc ip les in Jerusalem increased rapidly,  

and a large number of pr iests became obedient to the fa ith.



‘Touchstones’ for our 

session together

• Considerate

• Considered

• Curious

• Confidential



Foundations for difficult 

conversations

• Deep differences, and a deeper foundation 

for unity: working on relationships AND 

having diff icult conversations

• Ephesians 4:1-6

- humility and gentleness

- patience, bearing with one another in love

- making every effort to keep the unity of 

the Spirit through the bond of peace



Personal Preparation

Approach/Perspective

• What will being humble, gentle, patient, respectful mean for my approach and 

engagement?

• Think about my own preconceptions, prejudices

• Move towards the conflict, don’t avoid it – leadership

Accountability and support

• Do I need support with personal reflection, preparation, skills development, 

etc.?

• In diff icult differences or conflict, ask for help early (Matthew 18:15 -17)



Approach and Skills

• Creating and maintaining a calm, confident presence

• Being at ease with tension/silence/emotions

• Be aware of your own non-verbal messages

• What do I need/want to say? Practise!

• Focused listening + listening beyond the words spoken

• Checking what you hear

• Having a plan and moving confidently through the 

process



Thinking about 

humility

Acknowledging our own limited 

perspective

Acknowledging our inability to fully know 

‘what it is like’ for another person

→ The value of sharing with and learning 

from each other’s perspectives



Making statements 

more humble:

Use words l ike ‘some’ instead of general isations

Use ‘I’ statements rather than universal claims

Use phrases such as  ‘from my perspective,’ ‘ in 

my understanding,’ ‘as I see it ’  

Begin statements with ‘I believe’ or ‘I feel’ 

when they are an opinion, perception or belief



Breakout Room Discussion 1

Discuss together:

• As you consider the difficult conversations you may need 
to have, what are your initial thoughts/feelings?

• Reflecting on the input on underpinning principles and 
personal preparation/approach, what are some of the 
things which might help you to prepare well for these 
conversations?



Managing the Process

• Think about t ime and place /space

• Transparency in communication and process

- honesty around: What scope is there for ‘negotiation’?

- agree together ‘touchstones’/groundrules for your conversation

• Welcome and explore dif ference

• Invite feedback, suggestions, respectful cr it ic ism – create spaces for al l  to be heard; receive 

it wel l

• Take time – don’ t rush

• Work towards consensus, where possible – practical resolutions AND also deeper 

transformation

• Think careful ly about endings and possible next steps – be specif ic



Moving from Debate to Dialogue

In DEBATE participants

seek to win

listen to f ind f laws

critique the other ’s views as 

invalid

are determined not to change

make assumptions about the 

other’s positions and motivation

attempt to prove each other 

wrong

use emotions to intimidate

In DIALOGUE participants

seek to understand

listen to understand

accept the experiences of others as 

real

are open to expanding their 

understanding

speak primari ly from their own 

understanding and experience

work together toward common 

understanding and action

express emotions to convey 

intensity 



Understanding Positions and Interests



Positions and Interests

POSITIONS

Positions are what you have 

already decided.

Positions are absolute 

statements or demands 

framed as the (only possible) 

solution.

INTERESTS

Interests are what cause you to 

decide

Interests are the needs, fears, 

hopes, etc. which shape 

positions. 

Interests are broader than 

positions and often contain what 

the parties need for a 

resolution /positive way forward.



Moving from Positions to Interests

Positions/Interests material adapted from Mennonite 
Conciliation Service, Mediation and Facilitation Training 
Manual, 4th Ed., pp.181-182.



Building Consensus
What strategies could you use to ensure that:

Managing change is a shared, transparent process?

Everyone has the information they need, in a t imely manner?

Everyone feels that their interests, needs and concerns have been l istened 

to?

The pace of change is managed effectively?



Breakout Room Discussion 2

Read through and choose the case study which 

feels most useful for your group.

Discuss the case study questions together.

Bring any emerging/unanswered questions back to 

the plenary session.



Key Points

• What underpinning principles do I need to 

remind myself of ?

• What personal preparation do I need to do?

• How will I attend to both the relationship(s) 

and the issue(s)?

• Is this process and conversation as 

transparent and shared as it can be?

• What do we need to do to end well? What 

next steps might be needed?

• If I need help /support, where can I get this? d ep o s i t pho t o s . com



Note to Self -

Summary

One new thing I have thought about . . .

Something I will take away to reflect on 

further . . .

Something I will use in my conversations 

with colleagues . . .


